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Software company on track to hire 500 people

Detroit, MI

NJ-based GalaxESolutions moves to Detroit
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By: Stephen Clark

MACKINAC ISLAND - New Jersey based medical
software company GalaxESolutions has opened
shop in Detroit and is on a hiring binge.
Company president Jim Bryan says he was
attracted to Detroit by its skilled and underemployed workforce. Plus he says city and state
incentives have made Detroit competitive with 'off
shore' locations.
GalaxESolutions opened shop in downtown Detroit
four weeks ago and has already hired 20 people.
They have committed to hiring 500 people, mostly
software and internet programmers, over the next
five years. Bryan says the company is also working with local community
colleges on curriculum to teach the necessary skills for those available jobs .
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McDonald's recalls Shrek
glasses
McDonald's is recalling 12 million
drinking glasses it is selling to
promote the new "Shrek" movie
because painted designs on the cheap collectibles contain
the toxic metal cadmium.
Watch Video
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Child dies after being hit by
car
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A 16-month-old girl is dead after
being hit by a car Thursday evening.
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"people with those types of skills can get jobs
anywhere even in this depression- but thanks
for the heads up-"
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FORECAST: Storms
Possible
There could be some showers or a
thunderstorm this afternoon.
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"Available Jobs so far = 1."
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Woman shot, crashes into
house
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"The average unemployed w orker w on't stand
a Rats Arse of a chance at these jobs. Plus the
incentives the state and city gave them w ill
probably cost more than the alleged 500 jobs
w ill produce?"
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"Detroit area offers some of the best software
engineers on this planet. Myths of
development in other countries and other
areas of this country have stimulated the

Investigators tell Action News a
pregnant teenager is in extreme
critical condition after she was shot
while driving off of the freeway.
Watch Video

Family escapes fire
Watch Video

Red Bull Air Races roar again
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